A non-dispersing wave packet has been attracting much interest from various scientific and technological viewpoints. However, most quantum systems are accompanied by anharmonicity, so that retardation of quantum wave-packet dispersion is limited to very few examples only under specific conditions and targets. Here we demonstrate a conceptually new and universal method to retard or advance the dispersion of a quantum wave packet through programmable time shift induced by a strong non-resonant femtosecond laser pulse. A numerical simulation has verified that a train of such retardation pulses stops wave-packet dispersion. arXiv:1910.08241v1 [physics.optics] 
The classical soliton [1] , which is a localized wave propagating without spreading, is a general phenomenon that can be observed in various physical systems including water waves [2] , optical pulses in a fiber [3] and electric LC circuit [4] . In quantum mechanical systems, however, a localized wave packet in general spreads with time due to dispersion induced by anharmonicity. It is a universal phenomenon that is observed in every physical system except for harmonic oscillators, and was discussed in reference to the correspondence between wavefunctions and particles in quantum theory [5] . A non-spreading wave packet has been attracting much interest from various scientific and technological viewpoints including pure mathematics [6, 7] , many-body physics [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and optical communications [16, 17] . In very few examples only under specific conditions and targets, however, people could reduce the influence of such anharmonicity by the external perturbation and observe soliton-like motions [18] . Those examples include a Bose-Einstein condensate [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , Rydberg wave packet in an alkaline atom [19] and microcavity polariton [13] [14] [15] . For example, Maeda et al. have performed an interesting experiment, in which the Rydberg electron wave packet is irradiated with a microwave continuously, so that the motion of the wave packet is synchronized with the microwave oscillation, and its dispersion is controlled [19] . Although this scheme could be useful for charged particles such as electrons, a more universal scheme is necessary to be applied to electrically neutral systems as well. Here we demonstrate a new experimental method whose concept is universally applicable to the spreading of a wave packet in any quantum mechanical systems. This method utilizes a nonlinear effect induced by a strong non-resonant femtosecond (fs) laser pulse in the near infrared region (NIR pulse). A nonlinear strong-laser effect has been applied to the control of molecular photo-dissociation, population distribution of molecular vibrational levels and selective population of laser-dressed atomic states [20] [21] [22] [23] . Now it is applied to the control of wave-packet spreading.
A schematic overview of our current experiment is given in Fig. 1 (a) . Our target is a vibrational wave packet generated with a fs pump laser pulse in the B electronic excited state of the I 2 molecule as shown in Fig. 1(b) . After the delay τ NIR , the NIR pulse modulates the wave packet through impulsive Raman transitions [24] . The modulated wave packet is detected as a quantum beat by using another fs probe laser pulse, whose delay is hereafter referred to as τ probe (Fig. 1(c) ). We also measure the state-resolved time-dependent Ramsey interferogram (hereafter called an eigenstate interferogram) [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] to obtain the relative phases among different vibrational eigenstates within the wave packet ( Fig. 1(d) ). In this Ramsey measurement, we scan the delay τ control between the fs pump pulse and its replica (hereafter referred to as a control pulse) with attosecond precision to measure the interferogram of two wave packets produced by a pair of those fs pulses [25] [26] [27] [28] . A narrowband nanosecond (ns) probe pulse allows for measuring the interferogram of each vibrational eigenstate within the wave packet independently. See Supplemental Material [36] for the details of the experiments. Fig. 1(c) . The green trace (a) shows a reference beat measured without the NIR pulse. The quantum beat with a period of ∼ 470 fs is observed, and it corresponds to recurrence motion of the wave packet on the B-state potential curve. The decay of the beat amplitude is due to spreading of the wave packet induced by its dispersion, which arises from the anharmonicity of the electronic potential curve. The traces (b) and (c) show the beats with the NIR pulse shined at τ NIR ∼ 5.07 ps (the wave packet moves around the inner classical turning point) and ∼ 5.36 ps (the wave packet has just passed the outer classical turning point), respectively. To remove the effect of the NIR pulse on the wave packet generated in the E state by the probe pulse, the NIR pulse is blocked when the probe pulse is shined before the NIR pulse. Around the delay τ probe ∼ 8.5 ps in Fig. 2(a) , the wave packet almost collapses and is delocalized, so that the beat amplitude is minimized. In Fig. 2 (b) , such collapse is advanced and appears immediately after the NIR pulse. In Fig. 2(c 2 (d) and (e). The abscissa is the timing of the control pulse τ rel =τ control −τ 0 where τ 0 is set around 6.68 ps. In Figs. 2 (d) and (e), the eigenstate observed with the ns probe pulse is switched from the vibrational eigenstate v B = 30 to v B = 29 at τ rel ∼ 0 fs by changing the probe wavelength instantaneously. 
which are obtained to be θ 29 (τ NIR =5.07 ps)=−16 • , θ 31 (τ NIR =5.07 ps)=−37 • , θ 29 (τ NIR =5.36 ps)=11 • and θ 31 (τ NIR =5.36 ps)= 32 • , respectively. It is thus demonstrated that the relative phases among the eigenstates within the wave packet have been controlled by the NIR pulse, and this phase control leads to the spreading control shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c).
We have solved the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) analytically to discuss the mechanism underlying the shift of the relative phase θ v B (τ NIR ). The details of the TDSE calculations are described in Supplemental Material [36] . We assume the first-order approximation with respect to the Raman transitions induced by the NIR pulse and consider only ∆v B = ±1 transitions. We neglect the vibrational quantum-number dependence of the time-independent phase factor denoted as ηv B , as we consider the limited number of vibrational eigenstates around v B ∼30 [37] . Hereafter we define the phase φ of the wavefunction as e −iφ , so that positive φ corresponds to clockwise rotation. Finally we have the expression of the probability amplitude as
where |ψ 0 X 
v B stand for the components remaining in the same vB state and the one flowing into the vB state from its neighboring states through the Raman transition, respectively. Their vector addition results in the phase shift δv B .
NIR pulse modifies the amplitudes and phases of the vibrational eigenstates involved in the wave packet as follows. Material [36] and are plotted in Fig. 3 (b) when |γ|=0.45. It is seen that the amount of the relative-phase shift modulates periodically as a function of τ s NIR , where the superscript s denotes τ NIR for the simulation. We focus on the two timings τ s NIR = 3.78 ps and 4.07 ps in Fig. 3(b) , at which the wave packet moves around the inner classical turning point (ITP) and has just passed the outer classical turning point (OTP), respectively. These wavepacket positions are similar to the experimental ones at τ NIR = 5.07 ps (ITP) and 5.36 ps (OTP) indicated in Figs. 2(b) and (c). In the ITP case at τ s NIR = 3.78 ps, we obtain negative shifts of the relative phases θ 29 =−5.9 • and θ 31 = −14.5 • . In the OTP case at τ s NIR = 4.07 ps, we obtain positive shifts θ 29 =25.6 • and θ 31 = 13.7 • . The negative and positive shifts of the relative phases in the ITP and OTP cases, respectively, measured in the experiment are thus qualitatively reproduced by the simulation.
These negative and positive shifts of the relative phases can be visualized using a vector diagram. Each vector representing the complex coefficient of eigenstate |v B rotates clockwise due to the time evolution given by the e −iωv B t term. The phases of the eigenstates involved in the wave packet simulated in Fig. 3 (a) are plotted in Figs. 3(c) and (d) at the timings just before the irradiation of the NIR pulse at τ s NIR =3.78 ps (ITP) and 4.07 ps (OTP). These phases have been calculated with the reported spectroscopic data for the transition frequencies of v B =28 -32 [38] . The amplitude of each eigenstate after the NIR pulse is described by the sum of two contributions given by the first and second terms of Eq.
(2), hereafter referred to as S [36] ) as θ 31 < θ 29 < 0, which agrees with the simulated plots in Fig. 3(b) . A similar analysis for τ s NIR =4.07 ps is given in Fig. S2 in Supplemental Material [36] . These analyses clearly show how the amount of the relative-phase shift induced by the NIR pulse depends on the relative phases among the eigenstates just before the irradiation of the NIR pulse.
It is worth noting that there exist interesting timings This new concept of dispersion management has been demonstrated by numerical simulations in the simplest three-level model-system composed of v B = 29, 30 and 31 of the iodine molecule. Such a simplest three-level system could actually be prepared in artificial quantum systems including quantum dots and wells [39] . Details of this numerical simulations are given in Supplemental Material [36] . Figure 4(a) shows a temporal evolution of the wave-packet density at the inter-atomic distance of 3.92Å without undo pulses. The beat amplitude decreases due to the spreading of the wave packet. Figure  4 (b) shows that this spreading is stopped almost completely by a train of undo pulses shined at the timings indicated by arrows in the figure. Accordingly the shapes are dramatically different at t = 8.315 ps between these two wave packets, whose snapshots are shown in Figs. 4(c) and (d). The movies of these wave packets are given in Video S1 in Supplemental Material [36] . This scenario is universal to wave packets in any quantum systems.
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A. Experimental details.
The I 2 gas is prepared in a vacuum chamber by the jet expansion of I 2 /Ar mixture through a pinhole (diameter ∼ 100 µm) at the end of a nozzle. A vibrational wave packet is created on the B state using the fs pump pulse prepared with an optical parametric amplifier To measure the eigenstate interferogram, we shine the second pump pulse, hereafter referred to as a control pulse, after the NIR pulse. The pump and control pulses are prepared by a Michelson interferometer, so that they are almost identical [1] [2] [3] [4] . The delays of the NIR and fs probe pulses, τ NIR and τ probe , from the pump pulse can be controlled with mechanical stages installed in their optical paths, respectively. When using the fs probe pulse, the delay τ NIR is fixed, whereas the delay τ probe is scanned to measure the wave-packet motion. For the ns probe measurement of the eigenstate interferograms, the delay τ control is scanned around the fixed delay τ 0 by changing the Ar gas pressure in the stainless cell placed in the one arm of the interferometer 1-4 , and we define τ rel = τ control − τ 0 with τ 0 ∼ 6.68 ps. To reduce the influence of systematic changes of the laser intensities, the data points with and without the NIR pulse are acquired alternately using an optical chopper installed on the optical path of the NIR pulse. The frequency of the chopper is set to 20 Hz, half of the dye-laser repetition rate, and synchronized with the dye laser that prepares the ns probe pulse. The wavelength of the ns probe pulse is switched from one vibrational band to another vibrational band at τ rel ∼ 0, so that we can evaluate the relative phase between two different vibrational eigenstates. We have made We consider the phase factor e −i(ωv B t+φv B ) of the vibrational eigenstate |v B , where ω v B is its angular frequency and φ v B is the phase factor of the v B state. The phase φ v B is further
is an initial phase offset determined by the characteristics of the pump pulse, and δ v B (τ NIR ) is a phase shift induced by the NIR pulse.
Note that the second term does not appear without the NIR pulse. The superposition of two wave packets generated by the pump and control pulses whose delay is given by off is then fitted again using the sine functions given as 
which is discussed in the main text. The relation between θ v B (τ NIR ) and δ v B (τ NIR ) is given as Figure S2 (a) shows the phase distribution of the eigenstates v B =28 -32 calculated at the timing just before the irradiation of the NIR pulse at τ s NIR = 4.07 ps. These phases have been calculated with the reported spectroscopic data for the transition frequencies of v B =28 -32 5 , assuming their initial phase offsets φ 0 v B =0 and the initial population ratio among v B =28 -32 to be 1:2:2:2:1. Figure S2 the simulated plots given in Fig. 3(b) .
D. Theoretical simulations of the quantum beats and eigenstate interferograms.
We consider the three-electronic-state model as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . The time evolution of the vibrational wave packets in the E, B and X states, |ψ E (t) , |ψ B (t) and |ψ X (t) , is described by the Schrödinger equation
At the initial time, t 0 < 0, the molecule is assumed to be in the lowest vibrational state in the X state, |ψ X (t 0 ) =|0 X , with the energy eigenvalue,hω 0 X ≡ 0. The vibrational Hamiltonian of each electronic state is expressed as
where H 0 N and α N (r) are the field-free Hamiltonian and the polarizability function, respectively. The strong non-resonant NIR pulse is specified by E NIR (t − τ NIR ) with τ NIR being the time delay with respect to the pump pulse. Here, we have assumed that the NIR pulse does not induce the electronic transitions because of its far off-resonant central frequency. This is justified by our numerical test when the central wavelength of the NIR pulse is set at 1540 nm. The electronic transition between the B and X states and that between the E and B states, are induced by the laser pulse, E(t), and the probe pulse, E probe (t − τ probe ), respectively, through the transition moment functions, µ BX (r) = µ † XB (r) and µ EB (r) = µ † BE (r). In the actual experiments the E state is populated by the probe pulse only without or after the NIR-pulse irradiation, so that we ignore the polarizability interaction in the E state.
We first consider the vibrational quantum beat observed by a "standard" pump-probe scheme in the absence of the NIR pulse. In this case, we use E(t) = E pump (t) in Eq. (5).
If we assume a single vibrational state |v E with the energy eigenvaluehω v E in the E state for simplicity, the signal is expressed as its population as a function of the time delay of the probe pulse, τ probe . If we further assume the first-order perturbation approximation with respect to the pump-pulse excitation and probe-pulse excitation, the quantum beat signal is given as
except for unimportant factors, where
and
We introduce the eigenvalues and eigenstates of H 0 B , which are defined by the eigenvalue problem, H 0 B |v B =hω v B |v B , and then substitute them into Eq. (7) . We assume that a real positive probability amplitude, a v B = v B |ψ 0 X B , includes all the parameters associated with the pump-pulse excitation, and that the probe pulse detects the wave packet around the outer classical turning point. If we extract the oscillating part of the signal with ∆v B = ±1 and neglect the vibrational-quantum number dependence of the overlap integral,
except for unimportant factors. We use Eq. (10) to calculate the normalized signal in Fig.   3 (a).
When deriving the analytical expression of the eigenstate interferogram, we introduce a pair of pulses, E(t) = E pump (t) + E control (t − τ control ), that is approximated by the first-order perturbation. For simplicity, we regard each population of the vibrational state in the B state as a signal without explicitly including the probe processes (the E state). After the pulses, the B-state wave packet is approximated by
where the time evolution operator that includes the NIR-pulse-induced interaction is defined by
with the time-ordering operator,T . According to our previous study 6 , we separate the NIR-pulse-induced interaction into two parts,
where the first (second) term of the right-hand side mainly induces the Rayleigh scattering (Raman scattering). The time evolution operator is expanded into the power series ofV α N (t), and is approximated up to the first order (zeroth order) inV α B (t) (inV α X (t)). The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (13) leads to the time-integrated energy shift of the |v N state, which is defined byh
Because the vibrational quantum-number dependence of the energy shift around v B ∼ 30
can be neglected, which is justified by our previous study 6 , we denote the contribution by ηv B ,0 X η v B − η 0 X in the following analyses. The Raman scattering (the second term) is characterized by the matrix element,
where the value is assumed to be real. We further assume that the ∆v 
where (16) is used to calculate the shifts of the relative phases shown in Fig. 3(b) . If we consider the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (11) and apply the above-mentioned approximation to U B (t, t 1 ), we will obtain the expression of the probability amplitude v B |ψ B (t) , given in Eq. (2) in the main text.
E. Control of wave-packet spreading by a train of NIR pulses.
The degree of modulation or collapse of the oscillating part of the quantum beat signal directly reflects the degree of wave-packet spreading. We thus examine the way how to remove the modulation in the signal by using a train of NIR pulses. It would be also favorable because the signal is experimentally observable. When we consider the vibrational quantum beat in the presence of the NIR pulse, we need to introduce the NIR-pulse-induced interaction into Eq. (7) . Because the energy shift in Eq. (14) is virtually independent of the vibrational quantum number in the present case, it would be straightforward to show that the following operator, U (I) B (τ NIR ), represents all the NIR-pulse-induced effects and derives the modified expression of the vibrational quantum beat signal
where U (I)
with the operatorV α B (s) defined in Eq. (13) . We expand the right-hand side of Eq. (17) in the power ofV α B (s) and adopt the same approximations and assumptions as those introduced when deriving Eq. (16) . The zeroth-order term with respect toV α B (s) will lead to the same expression of the oscillating component of the signal as that in Eq. (10).
In the following, we will focus on a three-level model in which a wave packet is composed of the vibrational eigenstates, |v B , |v B + 1 and |v B + 2 . Their energy eigenvalues are 
where S (osc) NIR(n) (x) represents the contribution from n-th NIR pulse, and the dimensionless time, y (n) = τ (n) NIR /T , specifies the temporal peak position of the n-th NIR pulse. In deriving Eq. (20), we have adopted the same approximations and assumption as those made in deriving Eq. (16) . The dimensionless matrix element γ (n) is defined by Eq. (15) with E NIR taken as the n-th NIR pulse. Because we assume moderately intense NIR pulses to avoid undesirable side effects, we ignore the second-and higher-order terms with respect toV α B (s). On the basis of Eqs. (19) and (20), we consider the suppression of the modulation of the quantum beat signal below. This problem would end up with finding the way to introduce the temporal shift of the modulation, X (1) , to generate the target signal
after the first NIR pulse. That is, we need to choose the right timing and intensity of the NIR pulse so that the NIR-pulse-induced signal satisfies, S 21), we find that if the first NIR pulse satisfies y (1) = k (1) /2 and |γ (1) | = 4 sin(πξk (1) ) with positive odd numbers, k (1) = 1, 3, 5, . . ., the NIR pulse will generate the target signal in Eq. (21) with X (1) = k (1) .
To further suppress the modulation, we need to introduce the second NIR pulse that shifts the signal backward and generates the following target signal S (osc) target(2) (x) = − cos 2πξ(x − X (2) ) cos(2πx) (x > X (2) > X (1) ).
This can be done by using the NIR pulse with y (2) = k (1) + k (2) /2 and |γ (2) | = 4 sin(πξk (2) ) (k (2) = 1, 3, 5, ...), which gives X (2) = k (1) + k (2) . By repeating the procedure, we can derive the conditions of the NIR-pulse train to suppress the modulation in the quantum beat signal, i.e., to suppress the wave-packet spreading.
In Fig. 4 in the main text, we assume the three-level model composed of v B = 29, 30 and 31, and consider the special case of k (1) = k (2) = . . . = k (N ) = 3 with N =6. In this case, the period and the parameter associated with the anharmonicity are given by T = 475 fs and ξ=0.015, respectively. Each pulse in the NIR-pulse train is assumed to have the intensity characterized by the coupling strength |γ (n) | = 4 sin(πξk (n) ) (n = 1, 2, . . . , 6) and
a Gaussian envelope with a common temporal width, 2 √ ln 2σ=0.05, (FWHM in units of T ), corresponding to ∼ 24 fs. We have numerically solved the equation of motion of the three-level model by using the Runge-Kutta method and plotted the wave-packet density at the inter-atomic distance of 3.92Å as a function of time t in Figs. 4(a) and (b). Although we adopt σ=0.03 in Fig. 4 , we see that the time evolution of the wave packet is independent of the choice of the value of σ if it is smaller than 0.1. We also derive the analytical expression of the wave packet by using Eq. (2) in the main text. After the normalization, we find that the analytical results provide virtually the same wave packet as that obtained numerically, which justifies the interpretation based on the complex plane representation in Fig. 3 . 
